Heavy-Duty Steel Pivot Wheels with bronze bushings

Patented Pivot Point allows the sweep to “free-float” to account for variations in concrete.

• **A-shaped shield** designed to better distribute load from grain.

• **Industrial Grade Wear Track** protects aeration tunnels.

• **Emergency Stop Button** for enhanced safety.

• **Zero-Entry Automatic Touch Screen Controls** allow the pushers’ start and stop points to be user programmed on the touch screen to keep the auger running efficiently based on a particular situation. In automatic mode, the controller senses auger load and advances the sweep without overloading the auger motor, preventing spinning of the pusher tires, which can cause extra wear. The sweep controls also have a manual mode that allows the operator to control sweep advancement.

• **Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)** provides greater reliability.

**FULL FLOOR OPTION WHEN USED WITH SUKUP DRAG CONVEYOR UNLOADS!**